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to ensure that the rural India is empowered and walk on the path of overall  

delivery of services. 

system in the country, Kurukshetra this issue is based on the theme 

 says that the present 

 described 

level.

says 
that India needed a solve which cannot only empower rural governance but also 

economy of India.

has enabled women to be instrumental in deepening decentralised governance 

Happy reading. 
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Giriraj Singh

The Ministry of Panchayati Raj (MoPR) is working towards making Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) an 

Empowering Panchayati Raj Institutions

a

under the leadership of Hon’ble Prime 

we have established such a strong system in which 

the country are recognised according to their rules 

government, most of the states have implemented 

one or two states to implement it where it is yet to 
be implemented.

The vision of Hon’ble Prime Minister is that we 

with empowering them. It is our endeavor that the 

their needs, develop their own sources of revenue 
along with the funds of government schemes 

schemes according to the needs of the panchayats 

path of progress. 

In order to empower the Gram Panchayats 

link is to empower the Gram Sabhas, that is, to 

should be organised throughout the year, which 

children, farmers etc. and all kinds of related 
schemes should be discussed, carried out, selected 

P

review of these schemes should also be done in 
these Gram Sabhas.

It is the constant endeavor of the Central 
rd

Governor of the Union Territory of Jammu and 
Kashmir, Shri Manoj Sinha deserves thanks for the 

other States/Union Territories should also go ahead 

With 6.50 lakh villages and 65 per cent of 
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agenda is rural development. The architecture of 

in the long history and culture of our country, has 
been primarily designed to address this agenda. 

empowerment of the people of about 2.6 lakh 

out of which about 46 per cent are women.

rd 

that Panchayats should plan for and implement 
schemes for local economic development and 

Panchayats are primarily the responsibility of 

a State subject. Panchayats are set up and operate 

The State legislatures are to consider the 29 subjects 

The Eleventh Schedule covers a wide range of 
rural development agenda including agriculture, 

rural housing, rural roads, culverts, bridges, ferries, 

family welfare, women and child development, 

maintenance of community assets.

27th

transparent vehicle for local governance, social 
change and public service delivery mechanism 

leveraging technology and capacity building of the 

(PRIs)
Since considerable amount of public money 

is now being spent through Panchayats, capacity 

and other Stakeholder have been trained. During 

towards capacity building of Panchayats and during 

spent.

(GPDP)

prepare their developmental plan, the Ministry has 

17 SDGs have been mapped into 9 themes for 

various schemes and programmes of Central and 
State Governments with the ‘whole of Government’ 
and ‘whole of society’ approach. These 9 themes 

Village’’ that aims to create avenues of enhanced 
income level of the poor and to ensure eligible 
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lives and well being for all through health checkup, 

of children, 100 per cent child labour free village, 

‘Clean and Green Village’ aiming for 100 per cent 
ODF villages, solid and liquid waste management, 

Centre, CSC, separate toilets for boys and girls in 

Villages’ for improving living standards of the 

PNC, reduce crimes against women and girls, 

Provision of Basic Services through the Finance 
Commission Funding

Panchayats provide basic services to the 

also maintain water sources, village wells, tanks 

funds through the Central Finance Commission, 
State Finance Commission and a number of 

crore annually. Through the various Centrally 

lakh crore reach Panchayats annually. 

N

scheme to best performing Panchayats and States/

also Block Panchayats and District Panchayats on 
the basis of performance of their Gram Panchayats. 

enable them to achieve SDGs in a phased manner 
through graduated planning by the year 2030. 

categories of Deen Dayal Upadhyay Panchayat 
Satat Vikas Puraskar for the performance under 

Besides, other special categories of awards have 

carbon emission in the Panchayats. 

In the year 2020, in order to strengthen 
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management of Panchayats for enhancing 
transparency and accountability in maintenance 

is one of its kind for Gram Panchayats to make real 

bodies have prepared their Gram Panchayat 

of the Gram Panchayats successfully making online 

experience to the Panchayats. The pilot project for 
this has already been tested by 10 States. 

Ministry is also providing an online system to 

to allow online audit of Panchayat accounts and to 

enhance transparency and accountability in audit. 

campaign under the aegis of Meri Panchayat, Mera 
st 

th September, 2021 with an intent to making 

Welfare, Employment etc.

Common Service Centers (CSCs)

access points for delivery of all digital services in 

Panchayat Bhawans as on date.

SVAMITVA Scheme

Mapping with Improvised Technology in Village 
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possessing houses in inhabited rural areas in villages 
and issuance of property cards to the property 

st March 2023, drone survey has 
been completed in 2.32 lakh villages and saturated/

state of Madhya Pradesh. So far, 1.20 crore property 
Cards have been prepared for nearly 70 thousand 
villages. Property Cards of all the inhabited villages 

and Nicobar Islands, and Goa have been prepared. 
The record of right through property cards is going 

in the rural areas besides enabling the Panchayats 

future in their endeavor to enhance their own 
sources of revenue. 

available on YouTube Channel of the Ministry 

140 tweets/ posts per month on the aforesaid 

YouTube are more than 7.72 lakh, 7.27 lakh and 

3. P
Sachivalaya to all Panchayats and presence 

Secretariat/Gram Sachivalaya.

4. Ensuring various Financial Instruments 
to the Panchayats including market 
borrowing to be able to carry out various 
developmental works.

5. Strengthening of Statutory Standing 

view to achieving Sustainable Development 

residence, markets, parks, water bodies, 

may take place.

sustained.

disaster response in rural areas.

10. Energy empowerment of villages through 
Gram Urja Swaraj.

What Do We Seek to Achieve During  
the Amrit Kaal?

1. Vibrant Gram Sabha to realise the dreams 
of ‘Gram Swaraj’ and ‘Power to the People’.

through States to be able to deliver the 

of Sustainable Development Goals.

Panchayat with employment, clean Panchayat, 

etc. and gradually we will achieve these goals 
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Ishita G. Tripathy

e-GramSwaraj

electronic governance. The village panchayats, 

transparency and accountability. Backed by the 

T
and the district, and an intermediate level between 

goal of maximising public welfare by following a 

level. 

73rd

various socio-economic, environmental, technological aspects of community development. In 

or self-reliance and eGramSwaraj has a crucial role to play in that.
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of schemes for economic development and social 

accounts, etc. In this context, the eleventh schedule 

which panchayats are to implement schemes for 

Panchayats and E-Governance 

governance right at the community level through 

purpose the mantra of ‘Minimum Government and 
Maximum Governance’ works well. This calls for 

technological aspects of community development. 
In this context, eGramSwaraj has been a potent 
example of ‘Minimum Government and Maximum 

of scarce resources, and raising public awareness 
about various aspects of local governance processes 

Good Governance through e-GramSwaraj 

promote governance through local bodies so that 
services could be delivered at doorstep and leakages 
and middlemen would be wiped out from the 
service supply chain. While the European Charter 

local and regional democracy in its member states 
to strengthen and monitor developments, the 

elected regional councils were empowered to 

Panchayat Development Plans are not only for the 
development of local areas, but also important in 
ensuring that the development is sustainable. In 
fact, such plans have been inextricably linked with 

achieving the 17 Sustainable Development Goals. 

with State Governments for localising Sustainable 
Development Goals in Gram Panchayats . 

following the rule of law. In this context, it is of 
utmost importance to ensure making the community 
digitally inclusive and the society empowered 

development process successfully. 

and ensuring transparency and accountability, 

th

taken up in Gram Panchayats. It enables uploading 

Gram Panchayats. Being integrated with the Public 

to facilitate online payments to material vendors 
and service providers. The linkage with PFMS 
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Progress of eGramSwaraj

Technology is rapidly becoming one of the 

villages in the country, for which there are 2,71,770 

the number of Gram Panchayats in the country that 
have prepared their development plans, number 

Gram Panchayat Development Plan- State-wise details for Financial Year 2022-23  
(as on 05.02.2023)

S. No. States/UTs Total Gram Panchayats including GPDP 
Uploaded Planned Completed

1
Nicobar Islands

70 70 5,701 0

2 13,325 13,323 1,53,744 0
3 1,955 11,029 0
4 2,663 2,191 22,491 0
5 Bihar 4,26,351 74
6 11,659 11,646 2,39,999 26
7 Goa 191 190 0

Gujarat 14,365 14,200 0
9 Haryana 6,229 6,225 42,132 63

10 Himachal Pradesh 3,615 3,602 42,706 6
11 4,291 67,439 0
12 Jharkhand 4,345 4,333 4
13 Karnataka 14
14 Kerala 941 941 23,696 7
15 193 193 4,059 0
16 10  0 0 0
17 Madhya Pradesh 23,032 5,13,475 79

Maharashtra 5,03,456 12
19 Manipur 0
20 Meghalaya  0 0 0
21 763 2,324 0
22 Nagaland 1,292  0 0 0
23 Odisha 6,794 6,749 294
24 Punjab 13,234 13,220 56,114 0
25 11,303 11,302 5,59,112 239
26 Sikkim 179 3,977 0
27 Tamil Nadu 12,525 63,140 0

Telangana 12,769 12,756 1,71,153 30
29 753 0

30 Tripura 1,176 1,06,039 1
31 5
32 27,95,415
33 West Bengal 3,339 3,052 30

Total 2,69,191
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The pandemic has made it amply clear that 

from this, is the renewed vigour with which the 

reports and audit paras. Panchayats are a State 
subject and the Central Government supplements 

23, the Central Government helps in the capacity 

mandated to examine and review available 
resources with the community and accordingly, 
prepare GPDPs for ensuring economic development 

The challenge before the Panchayats is to ensure 

the schemes for appropriate convergence. There 
is a need to ensure feasible convergence with 
schemes and programmes of all related Central 

For Gram Panchayats to carry out their 

need to be met. Out of 2,71,770 Gram Panchayats 

to adopt digital means is itself a challenge 
which needs rolling out of a massive awareness 

privacy, integrated service delivery, etc. need to 

The Gram Panchayats are 

and review available resources with the 
community and accordingly, prepare GPDPs 
for ensuring economic development and 
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to Panchayats across States needs to be made 

upto the Panchayat’s last unit would support the 

aim of each CSC was to cover at least six villages 

delivery ICT infrastructure. Convergence of CSC 
with eGramSwaraj will be another bolstered step 

Concluding Remarks

eGramSwaraj with Government eMarketplace 

to the grassroots, eGramSwaraj is transforming 

must so that the system evolves into a robust 
one and also is dynamic enough to incorporate 
changes, whenever required. The success of Gram 
Panchayat Development Plans rests on the accurate 

be successful, all line Departments need to be in 
sync. 

India, which is the largest democracy in the world. 

and eGramSwaraj has a crucial role to play in that. 

not only improves public service delivery quality, 
but also it acts as a reform tool for governance 

responsiveness. Considering the Digital India push of 

mandated services with a human touch. 
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Bhuwan Bhaskar

Good Governance at Grass-root Level

ndia is a unique country in many ways, 
and this has been reiterated by noted 

again. So whenever the growth model of 
the country is debated, it is strongly argued that the 

of its own circumstances. In this context, a number 
of references could be drawn in favor of, and 

independence modern India successfully developed 
over the years. Our parliamentary system seems to 

not the same could be said about the most primary 

Territories with more than two million inhabitants 

I
through the 73rd

1992 to build democracy at the grass roots level and 
was entrusted with the task of rural development in 
the country. But, roots of this model of governance 
can be traced back to many centuries in the Indian 

the contemporary kings needed to take approval 

the village level unit of governance used to be 
called as Janpad, while there used to be a caste 
panchayat all across the kingdom each of them 
was represented in the council of ministers in the 
king’s court by one elected person. In later periods, 

history of rural governance in India remained 

5th

The author is a commentator on contemporary issues related to Indian economy and agriculture. The views 
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Central power system weakened and so did the 

Delhi Sultanate, Mughal empire, rural governance 
system was reinstated to some extent.

need of panchayats on village level was recognised 

In next some decades many more laws were passed 

panchayats. 

independence of India as a whole to begin at the 

raj. He believed that the villages represented 
regressive India, a source of oppression. He argued 
against panchayats as he was apprehensive about 

levels. In 1952, Community Development Programs 

not cut much ice. To understand the reasons of its 

block level, and Zilla Parishad at the district level. 

the issue of local level governance which made 

taking structure. Then in September 1991, a 
comprehensive amendment was introduced in the 

nd

73rd and 74th

urban India. The 73rd

of village, intermediate block/taluk/mandal and 

panchayats. 

rd 
and 74th

also been playing an important role in strengthening 
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weaker social groups like ST/ST and OBC. Seats and 

Governance by People for People

the public. Maintaining water sources, village wells, 

and funds received by the state governments on 

governance are formed by the state government. 

are supposed to do. One is mandatory category 

depends upon the available resources with a 

born and mother etc. Under mandatory category 

public toilets, social health and primary and adult 

of public pathways etc. In the 73rd

calamity, preparing annual development plan for 

removing encroachment from public land. Not 

commendable role. Many villages are too distant 

against the culprit and try to create an atmosphere 

take up tasks related to sustainable energy sources, 

for development at local level. The idea is to get the 
plans ready on need basis by the same people who 

make plans of development with people’s 

similar plans prepared by the intermediate and 

meant to be a backbone of successful and good 
governance system. 

successful and good governance, the Narendra 

aimed at strengthening and empowering 

Gram Panchayat Development Plan (GPDP)– 

Development Plan” was launched with a mandate 

planning process had to be comprehensive and 

the full convergence with Schemes of all related 

subjects enlisted in the Eleventh Schedule of the 

with schemes of all related Central Ministries / 

of the fact that Panchayats can play an important 

of preparing model guidelines for GPDP and 
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circulated the same to all the States where part 

formulated and implemented by States since then, 

development of the villages, the Ministry has 
revised the model GPDP guidelines issued during 

put on the website of the Ministry and have been 

guidelines.

Rashtriya Gram Swaraj Abhiyan (RGSA)– 

development at the ground level, Prime Minister 

These districts were selected on parameters like 

which are in sync with Social Development Goals 

SVAMITVA (Survey of Villages And Mapping 
with Improvised Technology in Village Areas)– On 

th

rural sector using modern technology like the use of 

record maintenance in India. It aims to provide rural 

economic purposes. The scheme is for surveying 
the land parcels in rural inhabited area using Drone 
technology. The survey shall cover all the 6.62 lakh 
villages across the country in a phase wise manner 

e-Panchayat–

Deen Dayal Upadhyay Panchayat 
 The DDUPSY 

scheme was launched in 2014 to strengthen 

monitoring of development programs.

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan– The Swachh Bharat 

of the scheme at the grassroots level. 
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Dr. Namrata Singh Panwar

SVAMITVA Scheme for Providing Property Validation 

he one thing which is taught to every 
business or economics student is that 

which is an immobile factor, is important because 

be used as an instrument to obtain credit from 

T through which any individual can access secure 
credit. In around, 50 per cent of the total retail loans 

land records and ambiguous land ownership details. 
The absence of quality land records especially 
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credit and capital to the agricultural sector. This 
impacts the economic prospects of poor farmers 
and consequently the agrarian sector as a whole 

infrastructure projects and overall, ease of doing 
business in India. 

Therefore, to resolve this issue at least at 
the village level, the government of India has 

for rural India, engaging the latest drone surveying 

land in rural areas. It has been decades since the 

been last completed and in many states, the survey 

Thus, to provide clear ownership of rural land, this 

Need of the Scheme

The unclear property claims have historically 
created lots of distress and trouble not only for the 

of poor land record management, land disputes, 

fetching consequences and some of them are 

th and 
early 20th centuries. The view of widespread 
development, there is a high need to update 

per cent of economic growth annually as a 

report has revealed that due to the high 

court cases in the country and on average take 

credit for investment adversely and reduce 

• The clean land records and clear ownership 
of land facilitates the use of land as a factor 

capacity of land as collateral for a loan can be 

available in land records. 

• India has improved its Ease of Doing Business 
ranking from 142 in 2014 to 63 in 2022. It 

be provided to investors. The world bank 
report clearly states that the land parcels 
with uncontested land records regarding the 

term investments compared to the cases 

Panchayats do not have very buoyant sources 
of revenue. If the ownership of rural land is 
clear, then records of rights can be updated 
which will enable the gram panchayats to levy 
property taxes. This will not only empower 
them but also help in the development of rural 
India. 

Therefore, to tackle the above issues, the 

2021 with a resolve to enable the economic progress 

every rural household owner in the rural inhabited 
area. The scheme is implemented in a phased 

have signed MoU with the Survey of India for the 
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in rural areas

for rural planning.

• Provide the right of property to the true owner 
of rural land. 

• Empowering the gram panchayats to levy and 
collect property tax, which would be available 
to the Panchayat for local use/ development 

wherewithal to the Gram Panchayats.

can be used by any department or agency for 
proper planning of the area. 

Process of the Scheme

state governments oblige to undertake 

them through the scheme methodology and 

support the establishmentof Ground Control 

undertaken. 

areas would be mapped by Survey of India 
using a drone Survey. 

6. These images obtained through drone survey 
are then processed by Survey of India for the 

and accurate maps to confer ownership 
property rights.

truthing of the maps and ownership data 

and Gram Panchayat. During the ground 

will be resolved with the help of gram sabha, 

documents. If needed, created maps can be 

property cards to village household owners 
are done by State. 

9. To monitor the scheme, online monitoring 
systems have been placed and program 

Achievements/Progress of the Scheme

S. No. Component Number

1.

2.

3.

4. 91,546

5.

6. 52,504

7. 959

730
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One of the major achievements of the scheme 

drone survey are of very high accuracy which the 

will help in the proper planning of rural areas. 

the scheme helps in providing the accuracy of the 

This piece of infrastructure can be further used by 

It also facilitates the Gram panchayats to 
formulate Gram panchayat Development Plans 
which in turn helps to generate funds from the 
government and private sectors.

some challenges in the schemes which are needed 

challenges and some ways to tackle them. 

under the scheme is the biggest challenge 
under the scheme. If the state government 
is not able to provide legal validity to these 
property cards, these will be just another 
document that does not prove any ownership 
of the land. Therefore, to give them legal validity, 

property cards should be listed as documents 
requiring stamp duty payment. 

states requires the state governments to 

task and therefore states should be asked to 

laws of the state are amended and proper 

regard, various other departments have done 

with the Swamitva Scheme can provide some 

i.e Gram Panchayats by providing them with 

to levy a property tax. But, the legislature of 
some states has not rendered this power to 
their gram panchayats. Therefore, all states 

capture all property details for tax assessment 

6. It is quite necessary that while undertaking the 
mapping exercise, the rights of the weak and 

historically excluded from involvement in 

development. In the case of rural areas, these 

marginal farmers, SCs and STs women, etc. 

India. It helps poor rural residents to mobilise funds 

Indian vendors will simultaneously help the Indian 
service sector to grow. Therefore, it will not be an 
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Dr. Mahi Pal 

Women Empowerment

most of the States were held between 

large number of women elected as members and 

imparted training to elected women of Panchayats 

Garh districts of Haryana. One of the trainers used 
to say for women’s new role as a Panchayat leader 

has largely been changed now. Women have been 

large extent in making local governance, planning 

women belonging to the SCs/STs, as members 

A
two and half decades have been elapsed since 

assessment of the working of women during two 
and half decades is very important to suggest task 

their leaders. 

 Before assessing the working of women 
in Panchayats, let us quickly see their economic 
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where women are standing on the scale of work 

Usual status or principal status of women which 

of subsidiary status for the same period was an 
increase of 23.90 per cent among women whereas 
among men it was merely 5.04 per cent. Over a 

both men and women has been increased but level 
of increase is far more among women as compared 
with their counterparts. If we see where women 

we found that although this has been increased in 
case of both men and women but rate of increase 
was sharp among women in rural areas.

unemployment rate was higher among women 
as compared to their counterparts. For instance, 

decrease of 22.30 per cent whereas, in case of 

is found that the presence of women in agriculture 

19 whereas their presence in industry and service 

men in these two sectors have been reduced but 
rate of decrease was sharper in case of women as 
compared to their counterparts.

It is emerged from above discussion that 

increased as compared to their counterparts. But, 

is a separate issue to be discussed. But from an 
economic angle, it may be safely said that women’ 

rd Amendment

Before the 73rd

mandatory on the part of the States to provide 

women as members of the Panchayats, who have 
interest in Women and Child Development. In 

India recommended the establishment of statutory 
Women’s Panchayats at the village level with 
autonomy and resources of their own for taking up 

be made member of it. If no women could contest 

level and at the level of the Mandal Panchayat. 

among others, had recommended 30 per cent 

and chairpersons at all levels of the Panchayats. 

the Panchayats at lower, middle and apex levels 
must also be reserved for women.

concrete form when not less than one third seats 
for women as members and chairpersons in the 
Panchayats have been guaranteed by the 73rd 

But, the 73rd

provisions, a large number of women were elected 
as members and chairpersons of Panchayats. 
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and Diu, Dadar and Nagar Haveli, Gujarat, Haryana, 

Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, 
Madhaya Pradesh, Maharastra, Odisha, Punjab, 

Table -1

 

S. No. State / UTs
Number of Elected Number of Elected Women 

1.
2. 156050
3.
4. 26754
5. Bihar 136573
6. 170465
7. 147

192
9. Goa 1555

10. Gujarat
11. Haryana 70035
12. Himachal Pradesh
13.
14. Jharkhand
15. Karnataka 101954
16. Kerala
17. 1661

110
19. Madhya Pradesh
20. Maharashtra 240635
21. Manipur 1736
22. Odisha
23. Puducherry*
24. Punjab 100312
25. 126271
26. Sikkim 1153
27. Tamil Nadu 106450

Telangana
29. Tripura 6646
30. 913417
31. 62796
32. West Bengal 59229

Total 3188981 1454488 (45.61)
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level women as Members and Presidents of 
Panchayats are about 46 per cent of total elected 

more than 50 per cent as the Table shows. 

Assessment 

Ward Members, 20154 community members. The 

In terms of social groups, a large number 

above. Twenty per cent were illiterate, but the 

many as 30 per cent husbands and 12 per cent 
other family members were reported as important 

But as much as 43 per cent women elected 

assessed across various dimensions turned out to 

in village development was less than 25 per cent 

Determinants of Good Performance 

The study revealed that the important 

On the basis of the performance index, it is found 
that the high performers among elected women 

Karnataka, Tripura, Maharashtra, Sikkim and West 
Bengal. On the other hand, the performance score 

Bihar, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh.

Community Development

74 per cent realised their enhanced capacity in 

Panchayats their respect has been enhanced within 

their respect in community.

in enhancing enrolment of children in schools and 

Given Below

relevant training and capacity building regularly, 
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their visibility in villages. 

and Services on 27th

th

on rural development and delivery of goods and 
services. Findings of some of the studies included 

Panchayats impacted in rural areas.

study of 105 Gram Panchayats in West Bengal on 
providing public goods to people by the Panchayats 
headed by women and by others. Findings of 
the study showed that women invested more in 
infrastructure relevant for rural women's needs 
like water, fuel, roads while their counterparts 

reserved for women. Yet residents of these villages 

women's leadership role or quality”. Bardhan et.al 

loans to marginalised groups.

do not make decisions in line with the needs of 

enhances performance of women leaders more 
than it does for men, and women in villages which 

are less dominated by upper castes, and in states 

and 966 households in 12 districts of Karnataka 

provision and local governance more inclusive and 

emerged from various studies is that women as 
panchayat leaders must have social, economic 

The Task Ahead 

in which a number of steps are suggested for 
empowerment of women. These are given below.

budgets.

issues.

women to be instrumental in deepening 
decentralised governance through PRIs. 
They are not only for preparing plans for 
economic development but also with social 

areas. Studies revealed that women have 

goods and services to masses. 
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success stories.

candidates. 

serve a full term.

women's concerns and be raised on priority 

Gram/Ward Sabha.

Besides these, following are also some 

women in Panchayats.

network in Kerala provides a successful example 
in this regard.

Conclusion 

The Constitution has enabled women to 
be instrumental in deepening decentralised 

preparing plans for economic development but 
also with social justice caring all marginalised 
groups in rural areas. Studies revealed that 
women have contributed positively in the 
delivery of goods and services to masses. 
Their understanding is more for infrastructure 
development for rural development than their 
counterparts. They could play their role in a more 
effective way, if the suggestions given in the 

meaning thereby that they at least enjoy triple 
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Manjula Wadhwa

2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

popularised by the Prime Minister, 

Sustainable Development Goals in rural India 

to mainstream SDGs at the local level. 

that meets the needs of the present without 

meet their own needs. So, what are the Sustainable 

universal set of goals, targets and indicators that 
193 countries in the world have jointly set. The 
Government of India has played a leadership role 

countries are expected to frame their agendas and 
policies to end poverty, protect the planet, enjoy 
peace and ensure prosperity for all by 2030. The 

Peace, Partnerships and the Planet. 

In a country like India where about 65 per 

T

departments/ministries. In this backdrop, the 

of Sustainable Development Goals. The Centrally 

to deliver on Sustainable Development Goals 
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driven and funds are released to states and union 

Plans as approved by the Central Empowered 

ensure local economic development and social 

related to 29 subjects enlisted in the Eleventh 

within the purview of these subjects. Hence, the 

from 2nd October 2021 up to 31st January, 2022 for 

to mandatorily integrate the Village Poverty 

various centrally and state sponsored schemesare 
being leveraged and converged at the GP level. 

plan for the Gram Panchayats.

in our country. The total number of Elected 

which around 46 per cent are women. In this 

based local planning. The role of Gram Panchayats 

rural divide so far as local economic development 

be a distant reality if the idea and the possibility 
it represents is not integrated into all manners 

being implemented with and through Gram 
Panchayats. To ensure that the essence of SDGs 
is mainstreamed into GPDP to deliver tangible, 

th Finance 
Commission award. 

It is highly relevant here to delve deep into the 

point between local and regional governments 

advance the SDGs at the local level. Sustainable 

its goals by 2030, it must build a mechanism for 

and integrates the social capital that exists in 

the SDGs at the rural level will not only challenge 

SDGs, is summed up in the following ways

Raj System as envisaged by the Indian 

related to 29 subjects enlisted in the 

SDG targets fall within the purview of these 
subjects.
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Schemes

• Focus on Swachh Bharat Mission.

• Take leadership for behaviour change 

• Plan and implement drinking water and 

and resources for the same.

• Have equitable systems for management 

resource mapping based planning.

for Local Development

• Prepare local development plans that touch 
on economic, social and environmental 

values.

forum for local development.

baselines and monitors advancement in 
development indices.

• Ensure equitable provision of basic services 

Panchayats

monitoring and tracking mechanisms and 

authority.

biodiversity registers by panchayats.

process.

delivery.

• Improved budgetary and record keeping 

achievement of panchayats can be monitored.

panchayat level.

• 

• 

planning.

• 

certainly share experienceswith other countries 
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federalism and has been extensively engaging 

Government has given a pride of place to digital 
governance, especially to make them people 

and local levels, such as nodal SDG department, 
dedicated SDG teams and district level structures, 

published annually since then, plays a pivotal role 

them accordingly.

to policymakers on the remaining distance to travel, 

of the Index extends beyond progress monitoring 

federalism in the true spirit of democracy and 

there has been remarkable progress witnessed in 

If we take stock of the current progress, we 

progress is central to the global achievement 

demonstrated its consistent commitment to 

to basic services and empowerment of the most 

fostering inclusive and sustainable economic 

achievements have come in areas such as scaled 

service delivery systems for the most marginalised. 

illustrated this approach, combining some of the 

programmes with States and UTs playing a central 

protect the economy and also India’s leadership in 

Facility.

If we analyse the status of July 2022, India  
slipped spots from last year’s 117 to rank 121 on 
the 17 Sustainable Development Goals adopted as 
a part of the 2030 agenda. India’s recent overall 
SDG score was 66 out of 100. Comparing with 

96 and Bangladesh at 109. Jharkhand and Bihar 
are the least prepared to meet the SDGs by the 

Tamil Nadu and Himachal Pradesh in the second 

COVID-19– The pandemic put a severe brake 
on the progress. It pushed the countries to impose 
lockdowns that brought all progressive work 

Climate Change
global temperatures have been rising unabated. 
The world is facing a major climate catastrophe due 
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people around the globe

skyrocket. It also disturbed global trade supplies 

Data Gaps– 
despite some progress, serious data gaps exist 
in SDG monitoring. This includes data in terms 

Hence, with a view to realise the SDGs, 
it is crucial that the Village/Gram Panchayats 
develop their own action plan to improve living 
conditions. There is a need to be more inclusive in 
addressing the problems of people from different 
sections. Many vulnerable families and persons 
coming from the Dalit community, widows, 
single women, old people, children without care 
and protection, persons with disability need 
special attention from all the service providing 
agencies and village community as a whole. 
Strengthening stakeholder participation in 
governance, particularly in decision making, is 
the second most important point. The various 
village level committees formed under different 
development programs like School Management 
Committee, Village Health, Sanitation and 
Nutrition Committee, PDS Committee, Social 
Justice Committee need to be strengthened so 
that they plan and monitor the service delivery 

disclosure of various schemes should be displayed 
in public notice board. For example, if the stock 
of essential drugs at the beginning of the month 
is displayed in the Primary Health Centre, the 
access to free medicines can be improved. Similar 
is the case with utilisation of different funds, PDS 
stock, etc. Each village panchayat must assess 
the status of various public assets and services 
with regard to their functionality and thus 
rationalise their usage. Primary focus must be 

direct link with child development and curbing 

is linked with universal literacy, particularly 

access to public health services, this will improve 

to public distribution system and food availability 

malnutrition.

Panchayat can prepare a base scenario. It would be 
appropriate to introduce SDG and all the relevant 
themes to the Gram Sabha and ensure that the 

us also see how other programmes and schemes 
can be tapped/ converged/ supplemented/

be used and incorporated in the plan. The Gram 
Panchayat Development Plan, thus, needs to be a 

States to map and align their schemes' progress 
assessments to the indicators at Gram Panchayat 
level, Block Panchayat level and District Panchayat 
level. In this respect, guidelines are to be issued 

targets and Indicators for measuring progress 

Departments, linking to evidence based plan 
and budget with SDG markers is to be put in 

Panchayat level. Establishing a robust data sharing 

targets and indicators and linked to reports of 

governments, civil society, the private sector, 
academia and youth. 
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Dr. Jagdeep Saxena

Water Management through Panchayats

ater is one of the most important 
renewable natural resource for 
sustaining life and livelihoods, especially 

is increasingly becoming a scarce commodity 

bodies in planning of water resource projects for 

more responsive towards local needs 
and also ensures transparency and 

Prime Minister, while addressing 
1st

Conference on Water, emphasised 
the central role of Gram Panchayats 

reiterated that Gram Panchayats should 

years where a roadmap ranging from 
water supply to cleanliness and waste 
management should be considered. The 
Prime Minister had also asked States to 
adopt ways where the water budget 
is prepared at the Panchayat level 
based on how much water is required 
in which village and what work can be 
done for it. In this context, Panchayats 

and localised planning. In a parallel 

W
Water being a state subject, water resource 

projects are planned, funded, executed and 
maintained by State Governments as per their 

of India provides technical support, and in some 
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of India in the water resources/management sector 
aims to improve water security in the country, 
and local level planning is the key for project 

with the task of delivering basic services and 
development of required infrastructure in rural 
areas. In the context of water governance or 

own and manage the water supply scheme for 

discussion in the Gram Sabha. The Gram Sabha 
comprises of the larger community and takes key 

water, type and nature of water supply scheme, 

approves village plans and also undertakes 

maintenance and management of village drinking 

professional support for technicians engaged in 

strategies, especially for curbing wastage of water 

awareness for keeping water clean and safe is 

quality monitoring and surveillance is a crucial 
responsibility of the VWSC to keep a check on 

borne diseases. GPs/VWSCs get support from 

with organising technical support.

also responsible for provision of water for schools, 
aanganwadi centres etc. While preparing Village 
Water Security Plan, VWSCs take into account 
needs of livestock especially in water quality 

or to help recharge groundwater.

Members of VWSC and planning team 

supply infrastructure which is used to prepare the 

water budget, water source plan, water safety 

plan. Water budget is framed for summer and 
winter seasons separately and takes into account 

Sabha takes decisions on the most appropriate and 

However, in most of the cases, priority is given to 

In case of gap between available water and its 

suggest ways and means to keep water safe and 
clean at source and also during storage. On the 

maintenance and management are performed 
on whole water supply system including storage. 
Services Improvement Plan aims to extend services 
as per future demand along with quality upgrades. 
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Social audit is a key responsibility of GP/VWSC that 

50 per cent are women and rest of the members 

also ensured to avoid any disparity.

Management at Ground
India is the world’s largest user of groundwater 

supply in rural areas, 45 per cent in urban areas, 
and over 60 per cent of irrigated agriculture. But, 

overall goal to improve groundwater management 

Gujarat, Haryana, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, 

management, mainly through convergence 

It also aims at bringing about behavioural change at 
the community level through awareness programs 

planning has been kept at least 33 per cent in the 

stakeholders. So far, over 1,040 such programs have 

been conducted across the country in which nearly 

to improvements in water regimes required for 

impacts on livelihoods of women, small farmers 
and agricultural labourers.

Government of India to enhance groundwater 
management in stressed areas. World Bank projects 

Management approach. Under this approach, 

governance rights alongwith community awareness 
and capacity development. Strengthening of 

is desired in many ways to make it sustainable 

Bank also stressed the need to integrate supply 
side measures with demand side management 

Farmers Welfare, whereas Wateshed Development 
component is being implemented by Department 
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Villages attain water security, thanks to Gram Panchayats

Bakaram Jagir started using improved source of 

with digging up of tubewells, which pumped 

part of the village with a system of pumping 

then releasing water to households with supply 
channels. Considering the higher demand, an 

there exist seven borewells and the extracted 
groundwater is stored in a considerably large 

for further supply to households. Besides the 

established six Public Stand Posts in the village. 

is perhaps the most noteworthy achievement 
of the GP to provide safe potable water to the 
households. This treated water is accessible 
to everyone in the village with a minimal 

came up for discussion, but the heavy cost 

since January, 2016. GP has made provisions 

of children. Now, almost all households of the 
village are consuming safe and treated drinking 
water.

Villagers of Pappla faced issues in managing their 

mosquito breeding, foul smell and odour. In 

households approached the Village Water and 

manage waste. Members of the VWSC, social 

a feasible plan. The Panchayat used funds under 

collect and store rainwater. One is 21 m x 21 m 
and the other 7.5 m x 7.5 m. Both Haudis cater to 
houses in a cluster. Drinking water quality is tested 
once every three months in all the villages with 

the majority of households. Many water storage 
structures are constructed all over the village and 
pipes connect these structures to the houses for 
water supply. To manage waste and wastewater, 
the VWC encouraged the villagers to help build 

have individual soak pits for greywater and toilets 

households convert their organic and animal waste 

is constructed on Panchayat land near Panchayat 

collector. Now, nearly 90 percent of households 
segregate waste into desired categories. Waste 

roads. Decision making process of Panchayat is 
inclusive with an equal role of women members. 
The Panchayat is role model for other villages of 
the area.

Bakaram Jagir Gram Panchayat, 
Rangrareddy, Telangana

Pappla Gram Panchayat,                            
Himchal Pradesh
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departments. These plans are developed following 

PMKSY since 2015. 

been registered in various States mainly to ensure 

between the farmers and the main management 

with provision of drinking water from canals are also 

other inputs for undertaking irrigated agriculture. 

who have been registered as owners or tenants in 

Governments are liable to create an enabling 

provisions and procedures may be laid to protect 
interests of farmers. State Governments should 

equity, demand management, rights of landless, 

resource.

Government of India in partnership 
with State Governments is implementing an 

with the vision to provide tap water supply to 
every rural household of the country by 2024. 
The major responsibility of its implementation 
lies with the States, while Government of India 
provides technical and financial assistance. 

respective Water and Sanitation Mission, while 

Plan by Gram Panchayat. Mission is based on 
community approach to water, and includes IEC 

a key component of the Mission. The JMM looks 
to create a jan andolan for water, thereby making 
it a priority for everyone.

To ensure sustainability in water resource, 
especially for local water resources such as 
groundwater and local ponds, Panchayats should 
not only act as service provider, but also as a 

creates awareness and a sense of ownership which 
drives the water project towards success and 
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Debabrata Samanta

Human Development through Panchayati Raj Institution

n last few decades, new modes 
of decentralised governance like 

society’ have gained immense importance in 
the development paradigm. While, there were 
only 39 countries in 1974, which had electoral 

2014 around 123 countries, including Philippines, 

transfer of authority and responsibility for public 

In India, though the existence of decentralised 

through 73rd and 74th

in 1992. Through 73rd

legal compulsion in rural areas. It is expected that 

Panchayat System in India: A Historical 

India has adopted decentralised and 

I

that each state should implement this as best 

plan document acknowledged the necessity 

emphasised upon ‘comprehensive village planning’ 

of the people in the process of planning and 

rd
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The 73rd

created 11th Schedule in which 29 subjects have 

infrastructure development and the development 

law, are required to prepare plans for economic 

also implement them. 

Each district has one Zila Parishad or 
district panchayat. 

has one block panchayat. 

by law, may consist of a single village or a 
cluster of adjoining villages. It is divided 

elected. Body of these elected members 

the GP's vary widely from state to state.
rd

these bodies have been granted greater powers 

to integrate plans prepared by panchayats and 

plan for the district.

Decentralised Governance

and local levels according to the principle of 
subsidiary. This increases the overall quality and 

elements of good governance, such as increasing 

government responsiveness, transparency, 
and accountability, as well as delivery of goods 
and services to people for their wellbeing and 
contribute to human development. 

of the local public services in India relates to the 

management. Decentralised governance system 

service deliveries. It is also found that Devolving 

 

and 'Gram Sabha’ have been created to ensure the 

bodies are to be elected by the people through 

were to establish the State Finance Commissions 
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arrangements and grants to these local government 

Role of Panchayat in Human Development

Post 73rd

of the states, either prepared or amended the 

level development and implement it. The 29 
subjects under 11th Schedule are instrumental to 
guide in this process. These 29 subjects includes 

and health, women and child development, 

system, drinking water, fuel and fodder, road and 

and community asset. The 29 subjects have direct 
impact on infrastructure development, livelihood 
development, and service delivery in rural areas. 
Most of these subjects have direct impact on 
human development of people in rural areas. 

enlarging people's choices", said choices allowing 
them to "lead a long and healthy life, to be 
educated, to enjoy a decent standard of living", as 

Central idea of Human Development concept 

dimensions of human development. 

It is argued that, quality of governance has direct 

at the local level help the poor to supplement 

under nourishment, under employment and 

rising in rapidly growing economies, such as China 

in India shows a decreasing trend, however, as 
per the World Bank data, around 65 per cent of 

economically vulnerable due to their dependence 

through self and wage employment and remove 

areas a large number of services are served with 

enhancement and service delivery, they also 

and produces the outcome according to the need 

in four south Indian states establishes that gram 
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in a study on West Bengal, which ascertains that in 

These, in turn, make people aware and ensure 

monitoring over services. For example, in case of 

found to play an instrumental role in monitoring 

Madhya Pradesh

Since 1994 Madhya Pradesh has made 

to the people’s needs. The responsibility of 

in 1996. Some structural arrangement made to 
strengthen the management and delivery system. 

Gram Panchayat level were created for looking 

established as statutory body at school level with 

bodies. Gram Sabhas have been empowered 

there was phenomenal growth in enrolment of 

30.6 per cent growth at primary stage, and 19.3 
per cent, at upper primary stage. Enrolment of 

girls at the primary stage increased from 46.6 

progress of enrolment of disadvantaged groups 
has decreased during this period. Though the 

community yield good result, however it was not 
free from challenges. It has been found that while 

with the responsibility of recruitment, transfer and 

of the local community in school management 
is increased to a great extent, a good number of 

Role of Panchayat in Climate Change and 
Disaster Risk Management

strategies in near past. The future strategies need 

globalised systems, especially in the context of 

climate change, primarily due to burning, fossil 
fuels like coal, oil, and gas. Burning fossil fuels 
generates greenhouse gas emissions that act like 
a blanket wrapped around the Earth, trapping the 

dependent on natural resources and ecosystem 
services and highly vulnerable to climate change 

hydrological regime, extreme weather events, and 

livelihood security and presents a livelihood 

are limited. With the changing rural ecosystem, 
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commitment and leadership of local government 

and support among external stakeholders. In this 

in one hand they are the immediate providers of 
public services, and the other they are naturally 

a crucial role in community training related to 
climate change and disaster preparedness. It is also 

Conclusion

In last few decades, world over, there is 

decentralised one. India also has legally adopted 
decentralised governance for rural areas through 
73rd

amendment made legal compulsion of establishing 

has brought governance structure to grass root level 

programmes, which have direct impact on human 

delivery as per the need of the people as well as, 
the quality of service delivery has improved. In the 
current context, the rural development strategies 

need for plan to reduce impact of climate change. 

this regard. In one hand they are the immediate 
providers of public services, and on the other, they 

instrumental role in building awareness related to 
climate change and disaster preparedness.  
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Dr. Manisha Verma

Universal Health Coverage with Ayushman Bharat  
Health and Wellness Centres 

range of quality health services they 
need, when and where they need them, without 

and towards overall health and wellbeing. In India 

health to the one that advocates and promotes 

comprehensive gamut of physical and mental health.

move a few years back and track the journey. In 

comprehensive and universal. It envisages providing 
larger package of assured comprehensive primary 
health care through ‘Health and Wellness Centers’ 

to comprehensive primary health care package 

Sub Centres and Primary Health Centres into 

W of people, covering both maternal and child health 

th 

Hon. Prime Minister had said- “Health 
and Wellness Centres will in a way work as 
family doctors for the poor. Earlier, there 
used to be a family doctor in middle class 
and upper class families. These Wellness 

of your families. These will be associated 
with your day to day lives.”

Centers are envisaged to deliver an expanded range 
of services to address the primary health care needs 

universality of healthcare services being provided 
close to the community. Such care will be provided/ 
complemented through outreach services, mobile 
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catastrophic healthcare burden. Service Packages 

HWCs have been expanded to include care in 

health care services, childhood and adolescent 

services. They also include management of 

care for acute simple illness and minor ailments, 

communicable diseases and chronic communicable 

health sector spanning across various aspects such 

th February 2023, 1,56,960 

UTs.
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th

th

The services being added in an incremental 
manner are basic oral health care, care for common 
ophthalmic and ENT problem, screening and basic 
management of mental health ailments, elderly 

medical services including burns and trauma.

th February, 
Health Melas were organised at all 1.56 lakh HWCs 
across the states and UTs to shine focus on healthy 
lifestyle. Cycling rallies were the prominent feature. 
Each state observed this day through various health 

Key Components  

mechanism and use of telemedicine technology in 
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equipment, infrastructure to deliver CPHC services 

meet the needs of all the stakeholders and strong 
partnership and networks for sharing knowledge 

medicines at the PHC. These not only ensure the 
uninterrupted availability of medicines to ensure 

services.

Robust IT Systems
The IT system includes the provision of a 

and outcomes, increasing the quality of care and 

home/community level for treatment adherence 

Key elements of HWCs

Community Engagement 

team enable empowerment of individuals, families 

the local bodies and Panchayats, Self Help Groups 

services, whereby every level of service provider 
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and communicable diseases, which was addressing 

care, an expanded range of health services has 

level thereby helping to reduce overcrowding at 

brought about a wide network and referral linkages 

was earlier being done manually which could lead to 

standardised digital health records, establishment 

Furthermore, there was limited focus on 
wellness component at primary health care 

mainstreamed into the health care delivery system 

Conclusion    
Primary healthcare is widely acknowledged 

health system for achieving universal health 
coverage, which is viewed as the centerpiece of 

to quality health services, when in need, without 

the health system at the grassroots through the 

expenditure of the community which is usually 
incurred at the district/state level hospitals and 

level hospitals. They, therefore, form an integral 
cog in the wheel of Universal Health Coverage.  

Health and Wellness Ambassadors and 
Messengers

Teachers in every school are being trained to serve 

chronic diseases later in life.

Why are AB-HWCs seen as game changers? 

in primary healthcare? The answer lies in the 
available evidence. Before the establishment of 

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi had lauded this 

remarkable feat. I laud all those doctors who are 
at the forefront of building a strong digital health 
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